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Abstract

Stance detection aims to detect the stance to-
ward a corresponding target. Existing works
have achieved promising progress on stance de-
tection tasks in which the goal is to predict the
stance given both a target and a text. However,
they all work under the assumption that the tar-
get is known in advance, which is often not
the case in the wild. Given a text from social
media platforms, the target information is often
unknown due to implicit mentions in the source
text and it is infeasible to have manual target
annotations at a large scale. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose a new task Target-Stance Ex-
traction (TSE) that aims to extract the (target,
stance) pair from the text. We benchmark the
task by proposing a two-stage framework that
first identifies the relevant target in the text and
then detects the stance given the predicted tar-
get and text. Specifically, we first propose two
different settings: Target Classification and Tar-
get Generation, to identify the potential target
from a given text. Then we propose a multi-
task approach that takes target prediction as
the auxiliary task to detect the stance toward
the predicted target. We evaluate the proposed
framework on both in-target stance detection
in which the test target is always seen in the
training stage and zero-shot stance detection
that needs to detect the stance for the unseen
target during the inference stage. The new TSE
task can facilitate future research in the field
of stance detection. We publicly release our
code.1

1 Introduction

Stance detection aims to automatically identify peo-
ple’s attitude/viewpoint (e.g., Favor or Against) ex-
pressed in texts toward a target that is generally
a controversial topic or political figure (ALDayel
and Magdy, 2021; Küçük and Can, 2020; Hardalov
et al., 2021). For example, the tweet in Figure 1

∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.
1https://github.com/chuchun8/TSE

Figure 1: The comparison between the proposed Target-
Stance Extraction (TSE) task and original stance detec-
tion task.

expresses a stance of “Against” toward the target
“Atheism.”

Social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook
and other debate forums have become an integral
way of opinion dissemination these days (Khan
et al., 2021). The peculiar characteristics of these
platforms are that the information is usually scat-
tered across texts and the opinionated text could
be expressed toward target entities in an implicit
way. Existing methods have achieved promising
performance on in-target stance detection in which
same targets are seen in both train and test sets
(Mohammad et al., 2016a; Sobhani et al., 2017; Li
and Caragea, 2019, 2021a) and cross-target stance
detection that aims to transfer the knowledge from
a source target to a destination target (Augenstein
et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020).
However, almost all previous methods work under
the assumption that the target is known or manu-
ally identified, which is often not the case in the
wild. In practice, the target is unknown given a text
and it is usually implicitly mentioned in the text,
as can be seen from the example shown in Figure
1. Therefore, instead of detecting the stance given
both the target and text, we propose a more chal-
lenging task Target-Stance Extraction (TSE) in the
context of stance detection that aims to extract the
(target, stance) pair from the text. The new TSE
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task is more challenging because it includes both
target identification and stance detection.

To tackle this task, we propose a two-step frame-
work that first identifies the relevant target in the
text and then detects the stance given the predicted
target and the text, as shown in Figure 1. In the first
stage, we propose two different settings to identify
the target discussed in a text: (1) Target Classifica-
tion, where we train a text classifier (Schuster and
Paliwal, 1997; Devlin et al., 2019; Nguyen et al.,
2020) to predict the target as one of the pre-defined
targets, and (2) Target Generation, where we lever-
age BART (Lewis et al., 2020) model that is pre-
trained on a keyphrase generation dataset (Xiong
et al., 2019; Gallina et al., 2019; Garg et al., 2022)
to generate keyphrases (e.g., “Christianity” in Fig-
ure 1), and then map them to one of the pre-defined
targets (e.g., “Atheism”). In the second stage, we
propose a multi-task framework that takes the tar-
get prediction as the auxiliary task for stance de-
tection. We expect the stance detection model to
better capture the target-related features and to de-
velop a better understanding of the text itself with
the auxiliary task.

Our proposed two-step framework can not only
be applied to in-target stance detection, but also
zero-shot stance detection in which targets of test
examples are not seen in the train set. We evalu-
ate the proposed framework on the combined set of
four stance datasets (Mohammad et al., 2016a; Stab
et al., 2018; Glandt et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021a)
for in-target stance detection. Further, we extend
our framework to zero-shot stance detection and
test it on six targets of diverse domains (Somasun-
daran and Wiebe, 2010; Mohammad et al., 2016a;
Conforti et al., 2020; Miao et al., 2020; Gautam
et al., 2020). It is worth noting that our primary
goal is not to present a new state-of-the-art model,
but to deliver a new and more challenging task to
stimulate research on stance detection.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We propose a new Target-Stance Extraction
(TSE) task, aimed to extract the pair of target
and stance from each sentence.

• We benchmark the task by proposing a two-
step framework that can be applied to both
in-target and zero-shot stance detection.

• We propose a multi-task framework that uses
the target prediction as an auxiliary task to
improve the performance of stance detection.

2 Related Work

Stance Detection The stance detection task aims
to detect the stance toward a specific target
(Mohammad et al., 2016a; Schiller et al., 2021;
Hardalov et al., 2022). The target could be defined
in a variety of forms: a controversial figure (Dar-
wish et al., 2017; Grimminger and Klinger, 2021;
Li et al., 2021a), a hot topic such as gun control
(Hasan and Ng, 2014; Mohammad et al., 2016a;
Stab et al., 2018; Vamvas and Sennrich, 2020; Con-
forti et al., 2020; Glandt et al., 2021) or a claim
(Rao and Pomerleau, 2017; Derczynski et al., 2017;
Gorrell et al., 2019). In previous works, the target
is usually manually provided along with the input
sentence to a stance classifier. However, given a
post on social media, we may not have a direct clue
about the target information due to their implicit
mentions, and it is infeasible to do large-scale target
annotations by humans. Motivated by this observa-
tion, we propose a new task named Target-Stance
Extraction (TSE) that aims to extract both the target
and the corresponding stance from a given text.

Besides the in-target stance detection (Moham-
mad et al., 2016a; Li and Caragea, 2021b) in which
the test target is seen in the training stage, cross-
target stance detection (Augenstein et al., 2016;
Xu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020; Liang et al.,
2021) and zero-shot stance detection (Allaway and
McKeown, 2020; Liang et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023)
have also drawn a lot of attention recently. In cross-
target stance detection, a classifier is adapted from
a different but related target to a destination target
in a one-to-one way, whereas in zero-shot stance
detection we need to detect the stance for a variety
of unseen targets at the inference stage. In this pa-
per, we evaluate our proposed framework in both
in-target and zero-shot settings.

Keyphrase Generation / Extraction Keyphrase
generation or extraction is the task where given a
source document (e.g., a scientific article, newspa-
per article, or webpage), we predict the keyphrases
that best describe or summarize that document
(Garg et al., 2022; Ray Chowdhury et al., 2022,
2019; Alzaidy et al., 2019; Patel and Caragea, 2019;
Meng et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2021;
Florescu and Caragea, 2017; Sterckx et al., 2016;
Caragea et al., 2014). In the context of stance de-
tection, we can use keyphrase generation models to
generate keyphrases that are target-related words
give an input text. To our knowledge, target-related
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keyphrase generation task has not been explored
before for stance detection.

The most popular paradigm for the keyphrase
generation task is the One2Seq encoder-decoder
framework (Meng et al., 2017) where given a doc-
ument, we generate a sequence of [SEP] separated
keyphrases in an auto-regressive way. We use the
pre-trained BART model (Lewis et al., 2020) fine-
tuned separately on three keyphrase generation
datasets, i.e., OpenKP (Xiong et al., 2019), KP-
Times (Gallina et al., 2019), and FullTextKP (Garg
et al., 2022) and generate keyphrases using the
One2Seq model.

3 Task and Datasets

3.1 Task Definition
Let Dtr = {xi, ti, yi}ni=1 be a train set where xi
is a sequence of words, ti is the target holding the
stance and yi is the stance label. In the original
stance detection task the aim was to only detect the
stance yi given the target ti and the text xi.

Target-Stance Extraction Objective In our pro-
posed Target-Stance Extraction (TSE) task the goal
is to extract the target-stance pair (ti, yi) given xi.

3.2 Datasets
In-Target TSE For in-target TSE, we conduct
experiments on the merged set of four stance de-
tection datasets to evaluate the proposed frame-
work. 1) SemEval-2016 (SE) (Mohammad et al.,
2016b) contains 5 pre-defined targets, including
Atheism, Climate Change is a Real Concern, Fem-
inist Movement, Hillary Clinton and Legalization
of Abortion. Each sample is annotated with Fa-
vor, Against or None. 2) AM (Stab et al., 2018) is
an argument mining dataset containing 8 targets,
including Abortion, Cloning, Death Penalty, Gun
Control, Marijuana Legalization, Minimum Wage,
Nuclear Energy and School Uniforms. Each sam-
ple is annotated with Support, Oppose or Neutral.
3) COVID-19 (C19) (Glandt et al., 2021) contains
4 targets related to COVID-19: Wearing a Face
Mask, Anthony S. Fauci, School Closures and Stay
at Home Orders. Each sample can be classified as
Favor, Against or None. 4) P-Stance (PS) (Li et al.,
2021a) contains 3 targets related to the 2020 U.S.
presidential election: Donald Trump, Joe Biden
and Bernie Sanders. Each instance is annotated
with Favor or Against.

Train, validation and test sets are provided for
the AM, COVID-19, and P-Stance datasets. For

SemEval-2016, train and test sets are provided and
we split the train set into train and validation sets.
We remove the target Climate Change of SemEval-
2016 from training for the usage of zero-shot set-
ting. Data statistics and examples of these datasets
are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Zero-Shot TSE We also curate a new zero-shot
dataset from existing datasets to test the model
performance on unseen targets during the infer-
ence stage. We collect 500 samples for each of
the following targets from its original dataset: 1)
Creationism (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010), 2)
Gay Rights (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010), 3)
Climate Change is a Concern (Mohammad et al.,
2016a), 4) MeToo Movement (Gautam et al., 2020),
5) Merger of Disney and Fox (Conforti et al., 2020),
6) Lockdown in New York State (Miao et al., 2020).

To mimic the real-world scenario that a text may
contain no targets of interest, we consider an addi-
tional target label Unrelated in both in-target and
zero-shot settings. We provide the details about the
curation of such samples in the Appendix A. We
maintain a ratio of 5:1 for interested targets vs. the
Unrelated category in the final datasets for both in-
target and zero-shot TSE. The numbers of targets
for in-target and zero-shot datasets are 182 and 6,
respectively, and we add the Unrelated category in
each dataset.

4 Approach

As discussed in the previous section, TSE is a chal-
lenging task that involves both target identification
and stance detection given a text. To tackle this
task, we propose a two-stage framework, in which
we first identify the target from a given text using
either a target classification or target generation
approach and then detect the stance toward the pre-
dicted target with a stance classifier in the second
stage. The overall framework of our proposed ap-
proach is shown in Figure 2.

4.1 Stage 1: Target Identification

In this stage, we extract the target from the text
based on either training classifiers, e.g., BiLSTM or
BERT, to predict the target from a set of pre-defined
targets or by using a BART-fine-tuned keyphrase
generation module to generate keyphrases for the
text and then map them to the pre-defined set of

2We merge the semantically similar targets Abortion (AM)
and Legalization of Abortion (SemEval-2016) for the merged
training dataset.
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Dataset #Train #Val #Test Targets
SemEval-2016 2,160 359 1,080 Atheism, Feminist Movement, Hillary Clinton, Legalization of Abortion
AM 18,341 2,042 5,109 Abortion, Cloning, Death Penalty, Gun Control, Marijuana Legalization,

Minimum Wage, Nuclear Energy, School Uniforms
COVID-19 4,533 800 800 Face Masks, Fauci, Stay at Home Orders, School Closures
P-Stance 17,224 2,193 2,157 Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders, Donald Trump
Zero-Shot - - 3,000 Creationism, Gay Rights, Climate Change is a Concern, MeToo Move-

ment, Merger of Disney and Fox, Lockdown in New York State

Table 1: Data split statistics for SemEval-2016, AM, COVID-19, P-Stance and Zero-Shot datasets.

Dataset Target Tweet Stance
SemEval-2016 Atheism Religious leaders are like political leaders - they say what they think

people want to hear. #freethinker #SemST
Favor

AM Gun Control Restrictions on gun ownership will only encourage outlaws to have
heavy ammunition and high calibre weapons.

Against

COVID-19 Face Masks @MrMasonMills @YcmiYcmiu There is air in houses/buildings too.
Are we expected to live in a mask constantly?

Against

P-Stance Donald
Trump

There was no collusion Collusion is not a crime Even if it’s a crime,
it’s doesn’t matter. It’s ALL HILLARY AND OBAMA’S FAULT The
evolution of the #Trump defense

Favor

Zero-Shot Gay Rights Yes! You rock gay people. They are people just like we are and if two
men want to marry each other, than go for it

Favor

Table 2: Examples from stance detection datasets.

targets. Our intuition is that the keyphrases cor-
responding to a text capture its essence and they
should correlate well with the target towards which
the stance is expressed. For instance, in Figure 1,
the generated target Christianity quite succinctly
captures the essence from the tweet Jesus, you are
my helper... and at the same time, the generated
target Christianity correlates semantically well to
the golden target Atheism.

Target Classification In this approach, we train a
classifier based on the merged dataset with texts as
inputs and their corresponding targets as the ground
truth labels. Note that the stance labels are not used
in this target classification task. We discuss this
approach in more details in §5.2.

Target Generation In this approach, we first fine-
tune a BART model on one of the keyphrase genera-
tion datasets separately,3 i.e., OpenKP (Xiong et al.,
2019), KPTimes (Gallina et al., 2019) and FullTex-
tKP (Garg et al., 2022). The BART keyphrase gen-
eration model is used to generate keyphrases (e.g.,
“Christianity”) given a text. Note that the generated
keyphrases may not directly belong to any of the

3We also fine-tuned the BART model on stance datasets to
directly learn to generate the targets of interest. However, it
shows much worse performance than the models trained on
keyphrase generation datasets potentially due to the smaller
size of the stance datasets.

target classes we are interested in. Therefore, a
similarity mapping is adopted to map the generated
keyphrases into one of the pre-defined targets.

For similarity mapping, we first train a FastText
model (Bojanowski et al., 2017) on the train set
of the merged dataset. Our choice for FastText
is motivated by its efficiency while maintaining
comparative performance with BERT-based mod-
els. Then we obtain word embeddings of the gener-
ated keyphrases by sending them as inputs to the
FastText model. Finally, a cosine similarity score
is calculated between the embeddings of generated
keyphrase and each pre-defined target. We predict
the target that has the highest similarity score with
the generated keyphrase. Note that the generated
keyphrase is classified as Unrelated if the highest
similarity score is below a specific threshold.

4.2 Stage 2: Stance Detection

Given a text in the wild, the target information is
usually unknown, and thus we first predict the tar-
get from either target classification or target genera-
tion in the first stage. Then in the second stage, we
use a stance classifier that is trained on the merged
set to detect the stance of predicted targets.

For stance detection, we train a stance classifier
as follows. Given a text xi and a target ti, we first
formulate the input as a sequence si = [[CLS] ti
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h[CLS]
<latexit sha1_base64="e1mzE8ZF8Qve54LQ6fBUS9JdToA=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMiFCXhW5cuKhoLzIdSibNtKFJZkgyQhn6FG5cKOrWx3Glb2N6WWjrD4GP/z+HnHPChDNtXPfbya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOmjlNFaIPEPFbtEGvKmaQNwwyn7URRLEJOW+GwNslbD1RpFss7M0poIHBfsogRbKx1P+hmfu36Nhh3iyW37E6FlsGbQ6l6/FV5A4B6t/jZ6cUkFVQawrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi50Uk0TTIa4T32LEguqg2w68BidWqeHoljZJw2aur87Miy0HonQVgpsBnoxm5j/ZX5qossgYzJJDZVk9lGUcmRiNNke9ZiixPCRBUwUs7MiMsAKE2NvVLBH8BZXXobmedlzy96NV6pewEx5OIITOAMPKlCFK6hDAwgIeIRneHGU8+S8Ou+z0pwz7zmEP3I+fgA1bpIn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CfUwyWX3zepzK6/hI6+4op0ONCw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOhFw8eKtoPSUPZbDft0t1N2N0IJfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jds0B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfHqSK0TWIeq16INeVM0rZhhtNeoigWIafdcNKc+90nqjSL5YOZJjQQeCRZxAg2VnocDzK/eXsfzAbVmlt3c6BV4hWkBgVag+pXfxiTVFBpCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azSTzVNMJngEfUtlVhQHWT5wTN0ZpUhimJlSxqUq78nMiy0norQdgpsxnrZm4v/eX5qousgYzJJDZVksShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzqtgQvOWXV0nnou65de/OqzUuizjKcAKncA4eXEEDbqAFbSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gBzPpAc</latexit>

hn
<latexit sha1_base64="OWm4582HQy7+pFdLDqBmC8sRfJw=">AAAB6nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCoTEXRZcOOyom2FdiiZ9EwbmskMSUYoQx/BjQtF3PoavoErd76N6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLOCVMpjPX9b6+wsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmibJNMcGT2Si70NmUAqFDSusxPtUI4tDia1weDXJWw+ojUjUnR2lGMSsr0QkOLPOuh10Vbdc8av+VGQZ6BwqteLnBzjVu+WvTi/hWYzKcsmMaVM/tUHOtBVc4rjUyQymjA9ZH9sOFYvRBPl01DE5cU6PRIl2T1kydX935Cw2ZhSHrjJmdmAWs4n5X9bObHQZ5EKlmUXFZx9FmSQ2IZO9SU9o5FaOHDCuhZuV8AHTjFt3nZI7Al1ceRmaZ1XqV+kNrdTOYaYiHMExnAKFC6jBNdShARz68AjP8OJJ78l79d5mpQVv3nMIf+S9/wC/AY+N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2z5q5If8E58A2oz45QBUzQB3OEE=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFW5F0DJgYxnRxEByhL3NXrJkb+/YnRPCkZ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZemCpp0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2yQzXLR4ohLTCZkVSmrRQolKdFIjWBwq8RiOb2b+45MwVib6ASepCGI21DKSnKGT7kd93a/W/Lo/B1kltCA1KNDsV796g4RnsdDIFbO2S/0Ug5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XVUs1jYIJ+fOiVnThmQKDGuNJK5+nsiZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV32ZuJ/XjfD6DrIpU4zFJovFkWZIpiQ2d9kII3gqCaOMG6ku5XwETOMo0un4kKgyy+vkvZFnfp1ekdrjcsijjKcwCmcA4UraMAtNKEFHIbwDK/w5invxXv3PhatJa+YOYY/8D5/AEqejbw=</latexit>

hn
<latexit sha1_base64="OWm4582HQy7+pFdLDqBmC8sRfJw=">AAAB6nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCoTEXRZcOOyom2FdiiZ9EwbmskMSUYoQx/BjQtF3PoavoErd76N6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLOCVMpjPX9b6+wsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmibJNMcGT2Si70NmUAqFDSusxPtUI4tDia1weDXJWw+ojUjUnR2lGMSsr0QkOLPOuh10Vbdc8av+VGQZ6BwqteLnBzjVu+WvTi/hWYzKcsmMaVM/tUHOtBVc4rjUyQymjA9ZH9sOFYvRBPl01DE5cU6PRIl2T1kydX935Cw2ZhSHrjJmdmAWs4n5X9bObHQZ5EKlmUXFZx9FmSQ2IZO9SU9o5FaOHDCuhZuV8AHTjFt3nZI7Al1ceRmaZ1XqV+kNrdTOYaYiHMExnAKFC6jBNdShARz68AjP8OJJ78l79d5mpQVv3nMIf+S9/wC/AY+N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2z5q5If8E58A2oz45QBUzQB3OEE=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFW5F0DJgYxnRxEByhL3NXrJkb+/YnRPCkZ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZemCpp0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2yQzXLR4ohLTCZkVSmrRQolKdFIjWBwq8RiOb2b+45MwVib6ASepCGI21DKSnKGT7kd93a/W/Lo/B1kltCA1KNDsV796g4RnsdDIFbO2S/0Ug5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XVUs1jYIJ+fOiVnThmQKDGuNJK5+nsiZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV32ZuJ/XjfD6DrIpU4zFJovFkWZIpiQ2d9kII3gqCaOMG6ku5XwETOMo0un4kKgyy+vkvZFnfp1ekdrjcsijjKcwCmcA4UraMAtNKEFHIbwDK/w5invxXv3PhatJa+YOYY/8D5/AEqejbw=</latexit>
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h[SEP ]
<latexit sha1_base64="U3GuJ+5OEEBvqMFqOLZ4E89Ykas=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMSKEuCyK4rGgvMh1KJs20oUlmSDJCGfoUblwo6tbHcaVvY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g6aOU0Vog8Q8Vu0Qa8qZpA3DDKftRFEsQk5b4fBykrceqNIslndmlNBA4L5kESPYWOt+0M3826t6MO4WS27ZnQotgzeHUu34q/oGAPVu8bPTi0kqqDSEY619z01MkGFlGOF0XOikmiaYDHGf+hYlFlQH2XTgMTq1Tg9FsbJPGjR1f3dkWGg9EqGtFNgM9GI2Mf/L/NREF0HGZJIaKsnsoyjlyMRosj3qMUWJ4SMLmChmZ0VkgBUmxt6oYI/gLa68DM3zsueWvRuvVKvATHk4ghM4Aw+qUINrqEMDCAh4hGd4cZTz5Lw677PSnDPvOYQ/cj5+AD6rki0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y49sD6FmpamPjlihzYqYg7A/ArE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeACB4jmhjZLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJV/hxYMiXv0cb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp5wZ6/vfXmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0jco0oS2iuNKdGBvKmaQtyyynnVRTLGJOH+LR1dR/eKLaMCXv7TilkcADyRJGsHXS47CXh3fXzWjSq9b8uj8DWiZBQWpQoNmrfnX7imSCSks4NiYM/NRGOdaWEU4nlW5maIrJCA9o6KjEgpoonx08QSdO6aNEaVfSopn6eyLHwpixiF2nwHZoFr2p+J8XZja5jHIm08xSSeaLkowjq9D0e9RnmhLLx45gopm7FZEh1phYl1HFhRAsvrxM2mf1wK8Ht0GtcV7EUYYjOIZTCOACGnADTWgBAQHP8ApvnvZevHfvY95a8oqZQ/gD7/MHfHuQIg==</latexit>

h[SEP ]
<latexit sha1_base64="U3GuJ+5OEEBvqMFqOLZ4E89Ykas=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMSKEuCyK4rGgvMh1KJs20oUlmSDJCGfoUblwo6tbHcaVvY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g6aOU0Vog8Q8Vu0Qa8qZpA3DDKftRFEsQk5b4fBykrceqNIslndmlNBA4L5kESPYWOt+0M3826t6MO4WS27ZnQotgzeHUu34q/oGAPVu8bPTi0kqqDSEY619z01MkGFlGOF0XOikmiaYDHGf+hYlFlQH2XTgMTq1Tg9FsbJPGjR1f3dkWGg9EqGtFNgM9GI2Mf/L/NREF0HGZJIaKsnsoyjlyMRosj3qMUWJ4SMLmChmZ0VkgBUmxt6oYI/gLa68DM3zsueWvRuvVKvATHk4ghM4Aw+qUINrqEMDCAh4hGd4cZTz5Lw677PSnDPvOYQ/cj5+AD6rki0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y49sD6FmpamPjlihzYqYg7A/ArE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeACB4jmhjZLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJV/hxYMiXv0cb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp5wZ6/vfXmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0jco0oS2iuNKdGBvKmaQtyyynnVRTLGJOH+LR1dR/eKLaMCXv7TilkcADyRJGsHXS47CXh3fXzWjSq9b8uj8DWiZBQWpQoNmrfnX7imSCSks4NiYM/NRGOdaWEU4nlW5maIrJCA9o6KjEgpoonx08QSdO6aNEaVfSopn6eyLHwpixiF2nwHZoFr2p+J8XZja5jHIm08xSSeaLkowjq9D0e9RnmhLLx45gopm7FZEh1phYl1HFhRAsvrxM2mf1wK8Ht0GtcV7EUYYjOIZTCOACGnADTWgBAQHP8ApvnvZevHfvY95a8oqZQ/gD7/MHfHuQIg==</latexit>

h[target]
<latexit sha1_base64="sJzXGlV9BVDw4tOyxr9zIW3q3jM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArQjwGvHiMYB6wWcLsZDYZMju7zPQKYclvePFgEK/+jCf9GyePgyYWNBRV3XR3hakUBl332ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTlkkyzXiTJTLRnZAaLoXiTRQoeSfVnMah5O1wdDfz209cG5GoRxynPIjpQIlIMIpW6g57uY9UDzgGk1654lbdOcg68ZakUj//qk0BoNErf3b7CctirpBJaozvuSkGOdUomOSTUjczPKVsRAfct1TRmJsgn988IZdW6ZMo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTHjOLSdMcWhWfVm4n+en2F0G+RCpRlyxRaLokwSTMgsANIXmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQxlSyIXirL6+T1nXVc6veg1ep38ACRTiDC7gCD2pQh3toQBMYpPAMrzB1MufFeXPeF60FZzlzCn/gfPwAMDGT6g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IDjVLGuL6Kws/WDDAbkLzrTe/uI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHgxWMF+wFtKJvtpF262YTdiVBC/4YXD4p49c9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aJsk0xxZPZKK7ITMohcIWCZLYTTWyOJTYCSd3c7/zhNqIRD3SNMUgZiMlIsEZWak/HuQ9YnqEFMwG1ZpX9xZw14lfkBoUaA6qX/1hwrMYFXHJjOn5XkpBzjQJLnFW6WcGU8YnbIQ9SxWL0QT54uaZe2GVoRsl2pYid6H+nshZbMw0Dm1nzGhsVr25+J/Xyyi6DXKh0oxQ8eWiKJMuJe48AHcoNHKSU0sY18Le6vIx04yTjaliQ/BXX14n7au679X9B7/WuC7iKMMZnMMl+HADDbiHJrSAQwrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/AHzucPbgGR3w==</latexit>

h[target]
<latexit sha1_base64="sJzXGlV9BVDw4tOyxr9zIW3q3jM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArQjwGvHiMYB6wWcLsZDYZMju7zPQKYclvePFgEK/+jCf9GyePgyYWNBRV3XR3hakUBl332ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTlkkyzXiTJTLRnZAaLoXiTRQoeSfVnMah5O1wdDfz209cG5GoRxynPIjpQIlIMIpW6g57uY9UDzgGk1654lbdOcg68ZakUj//qk0BoNErf3b7CctirpBJaozvuSkGOdUomOSTUjczPKVsRAfct1TRmJsgn988IZdW6ZMo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTHjOLSdMcWhWfVm4n+en2F0G+RCpRlyxRaLokwSTMgsANIXmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQxlSyIXirL6+T1nXVc6veg1ep38ACRTiDC7gCD2pQh3toQBMYpPAMrzB1MufFeXPeF60FZzlzCn/gfPwAMDGT6g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IDjVLGuL6Kws/WDDAbkLzrTe/uI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHgxWMF+wFtKJvtpF262YTdiVBC/4YXD4p49c9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aJsk0xxZPZKK7ITMohcIWCZLYTTWyOJTYCSd3c7/zhNqIRD3SNMUgZiMlIsEZWak/HuQ9YnqEFMwG1ZpX9xZw14lfkBoUaA6qX/1hwrMYFXHJjOn5XkpBzjQJLnFW6WcGU8YnbIQ9SxWL0QT54uaZe2GVoRsl2pYid6H+nshZbMw0Dm1nzGhsVr25+J/Xyyi6DXKh0oxQ8eWiKJMuJe48AHcoNHKSU0sY18Le6vIx04yTjaliQ/BXX14n7au679X9B7/WuC7iKMMZnMMl+HADDbiHJrSAQwrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/AHzucPbgGR3w==</latexit>

h[sentence]
<latexit sha1_base64="D7KoY685WZoIR+ucdU822RmKv+4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArQjwGvHiMYB6wWcPspDcZMvtgZlYJS/7Di6AiXv0XT/o3ziY5aGLBQFHV3dNdfiK40rb9bRVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5BS8WpZNhksYhlx6cKBY+wqbkW2Ekk0tAX2PZHV7nfvkepeBzd6nGCXkgHEQ84o9pId8Ne5iqMNEYMvUmvXLGr9hRkmThzUqkff9WeAaDRK392+zFLQzOBCaqU69iJ9jIqNWcCJ6VuqjChbEQH6Boa0RCVl023npBTo/RJEEvzIk2m6u+OjIZKjUPfVIZUD9Wil4v/eW6qg0sv41GS5nfNPgpSQXRM8ghIn0tkWowNoUxysythQyop0yaokgnBWTx5mbTOq45ddW6cSv0CZijCEZzAGThQgzpcQwOawEDCI7zAq/VgPVlv1vustGDNew7hD6yPH7zalMw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aHqwcRn161FZVKjqWlA+ZJ8FO6Q=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8cK9gPSWDbbabt0swm7G6WE/g8vHhTx6n/x5r9x0+agrQ8WHu/NzM68MBFcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUMWyxWMSqG1KNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoFdsLJTe53HlFpHst7M00wiOhI8iFn1FjpYdzPfI3SoGQYzPrVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0+9Wv3iBmaWQnMEG19j03MUFGleFM4KzSSzUmlE3oCH1LJY1QB9l86xk5s8qADGNlnzRkrv7uyGik9TQKbWVEzVgve7n4n+enZngdZFwmaX7X4qNhKoiJSR4BGXCFzIipJZQpbnclbEwVZcYGVbEheMsnr5L2Rd1z696dV2tcFnGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EITWsBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w/6qpLB</latexit>

h[sentence]
<latexit sha1_base64="D7KoY685WZoIR+ucdU822RmKv+4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArQjwGvHiMYB6wWcPspDcZMvtgZlYJS/7Di6AiXv0XT/o3ziY5aGLBQFHV3dNdfiK40rb9bRVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5BS8WpZNhksYhlx6cKBY+wqbkW2Ekk0tAX2PZHV7nfvkepeBzd6nGCXkgHEQ84o9pId8Ne5iqMNEYMvUmvXLGr9hRkmThzUqkff9WeAaDRK392+zFLQzOBCaqU69iJ9jIqNWcCJ6VuqjChbEQH6Boa0RCVl023npBTo/RJEEvzIk2m6u+OjIZKjUPfVIZUD9Wil4v/eW6qg0sv41GS5nfNPgpSQXRM8ghIn0tkWowNoUxysythQyop0yaokgnBWTx5mbTOq45ddW6cSv0CZijCEZzAGThQgzpcQwOawEDCI7zAq/VgPVlv1vustGDNew7hD6yPH7zalMw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aHqwcRn161FZVKjqWlA+ZJ8FO6Q=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8cK9gPSWDbbabt0swm7G6WE/g8vHhTx6n/x5r9x0+agrQ8WHu/NzM68MBFcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUMWyxWMSqG1KNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoFdsLJTe53HlFpHst7M00wiOhI8iFn1FjpYdzPfI3SoGQYzPrVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0+9Wv3iBmaWQnMEG19j03MUFGleFM4KzSSzUmlE3oCH1LJY1QB9l86xk5s8qADGNlnzRkrv7uyGik9TQKbWVEzVgve7n4n+enZngdZFwmaX7X4qNhKoiJSR4BGXCFzIipJZQpbnclbEwVZcYGVbEheMsnr5L2Rd1z696dV2tcFnGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EITWsBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w/6qpLB</latexit>
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h[CLS]
<latexit sha1_base64="e1mzE8ZF8Qve54LQ6fBUS9JdToA=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMiFCXhW5cuKhoLzIdSibNtKFJZkgyQhn6FG5cKOrWx3Glb2N6WWjrD4GP/z+HnHPChDNtXPfbya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOmjlNFaIPEPFbtEGvKmaQNwwyn7URRLEJOW+GwNslbD1RpFss7M0poIHBfsogRbKx1P+hmfu36Nhh3iyW37E6FlsGbQ6l6/FV5A4B6t/jZ6cUkFVQawrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi50Uk0TTIa4T32LEguqg2w68BidWqeHoljZJw2aur87Miy0HonQVgpsBnoxm5j/ZX5qossgYzJJDZVk9lGUcmRiNNke9ZiixPCRBUwUs7MiMsAKE2NvVLBH8BZXXobmedlzy96NV6pewEx5OIITOAMPKlCFK6hDAwgIeIRneHGU8+S8Ou+z0pwz7zmEP3I+fgA1bpIn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CfUwyWX3zepzK6/hI6+4op0ONCw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOhFw8eKtoPSUPZbDft0t1N2N0IJfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jds0B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfHqSK0TWIeq16INeVM0rZhhtNeoigWIafdcNKc+90nqjSL5YOZJjQQeCRZxAg2VnocDzK/eXsfzAbVmlt3c6BV4hWkBgVag+pXfxiTVFBpCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azSTzVNMJngEfUtlVhQHWT5wTN0ZpUhimJlSxqUq78nMiy0norQdgpsxnrZm4v/eX5qousgYzJJDZVksShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzqtgQvOWXV0nnou65de/OqzUuizjKcAKncA4eXEEDbqAFbSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gBzPpAc</latexit>

h[CLS]
<latexit sha1_base64="e1mzE8ZF8Qve54LQ6fBUS9JdToA=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMiFCXhW5cuKhoLzIdSibNtKFJZkgyQhn6FG5cKOrWx3Glb2N6WWjrD4GP/z+HnHPChDNtXPfbya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOmjlNFaIPEPFbtEGvKmaQNwwyn7URRLEJOW+GwNslbD1RpFss7M0poIHBfsogRbKx1P+hmfu36Nhh3iyW37E6FlsGbQ6l6/FV5A4B6t/jZ6cUkFVQawrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi50Uk0TTIa4T32LEguqg2w68BidWqeHoljZJw2aur87Miy0HonQVgpsBnoxm5j/ZX5qossgYzJJDZVk9lGUcmRiNNke9ZiixPCRBUwUs7MiMsAKE2NvVLBH8BZXXobmedlzy96NV6pewEx5OIITOAMPKlCFK6hDAwgIeIRneHGU8+S8Ou+z0pwz7zmEP3I+fgA1bpIn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CfUwyWX3zepzK6/hI6+4op0ONCw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOhFw8eKtoPSUPZbDft0t1N2N0IJfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jds0B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfHqSK0TWIeq16INeVM0rZhhtNeoigWIafdcNKc+90nqjSL5YOZJjQQeCRZxAg2VnocDzK/eXsfzAbVmlt3c6BV4hWkBgVag+pXfxiTVFBpCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azSTzVNMJngEfUtlVhQHWT5wTN0ZpUhimJlSxqUq78nMiy0norQdgpsxnrZm4v/eX5qousgYzJJDZVksShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzqtgQvOWXV0nnou65de/OqzUuizjKcAKncA4eXEEDbqAFbSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gBzPpAc</latexit>

Main task: SD

Against
N

one
Favor

Stage 2

Stance Detection (SD)

Jesus, you are my helper. Help me to rest and trust in 
you and your finished work at the Cross. Amen.

h2<latexit sha1_base64="8Vt8SAe49xxNCKYgrrrGm3M3DdQ=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAQrMJuELQM2FhGNBdIljA7mU2GzM4uM2eFsOQRbCwUsfU1fAMrO9/GSTaFJv4w8PH/5zDnnCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjK9nefuBayNidY+ThPsRHSoRCkbRWnejfq1frrhVdy6yCt4CKvXi5wdYNfrlr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJvm01EsNTygb0yHvWlQ04sbP5qNOyZl1BiSMtX0Kydz93ZHRyJhJFNjKiOLILGcz87+sm2J45WdCJSlyxfKPwlQSjMlsbzIQmjOUEwuUaWFnJWxENWVor1OyR/CWV16FVq3quVXv1qvULyBXEU7gFM7Bg0uoww00oAkMhvAIz/DiSOfJeXXe8tKCs+g5hj9y3n8AZBGPUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ayw2QzLed1Dn0ak6lWOkYJTbpIo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVZ6GA8ag2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAsRmmYoFr3PDc1QU6V4UzgrNLPNKaUTegIe5ZKGqMO8sWpM3JhlSGJEmVLGrJQf0/kNNZ6Goe2M6ZmrFe9ufif18tMdBPkXKaZQcmWi6JMEJOQ+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOxYbgrb68TtqNuufWvXuv1rwq4ijDGZzDJXhwDU24gxb4wGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB++fjYA=</latexit>

h2<latexit sha1_base64="8Vt8SAe49xxNCKYgrrrGm3M3DdQ=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAQrMJuELQM2FhGNBdIljA7mU2GzM4uM2eFsOQRbCwUsfU1fAMrO9/GSTaFJv4w8PH/5zDnnCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjK9nefuBayNidY+ThPsRHSoRCkbRWnejfq1frrhVdy6yCt4CKvXi5wdYNfrlr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJvm01EsNTygb0yHvWlQ04sbP5qNOyZl1BiSMtX0Kydz93ZHRyJhJFNjKiOLILGcz87+sm2J45WdCJSlyxfKPwlQSjMlsbzIQmjOUEwuUaWFnJWxENWVor1OyR/CWV16FVq3quVXv1qvULyBXEU7gFM7Bg0uoww00oAkMhvAIz/DiSOfJeXXe8tKCs+g5hj9y3n8AZBGPUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ayw2QzLed1Dn0ak6lWOkYJTbpIo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVZ6GA8ag2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAsRmmYoFr3PDc1QU6V4UzgrNLPNKaUTegIe5ZKGqMO8sWpM3JhlSGJEmVLGrJQf0/kNNZ6Goe2M6ZmrFe9ufif18tMdBPkXKaZQcmWi6JMEJOQ+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOxYbgrb68TtqNuufWvXuv1rwq4ijDGZzDJXhwDU24gxb4wGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB++fjYA=</latexit>

hn�1
<latexit sha1_base64="uS2xM0iE+nWIZcc8jANdI/qpVLI=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WS1u7dBMsghvLRARdDrhxWcFeoB1KJs20oZnMkGSEMvQh3LhQxK3P4863Mb0stPWHwMf/n0POOWEqhbGe940KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dFxuVI9aZsk04y3WCIT3Q2p4VIo3rLCSt5NNadxKHknnNzN884T10Yk6tFOUx7EdKREJBi1zuqMB7m6JLNBpe41vIXwJpAV1P1atewDQHNQ+eoPE5bFXFkmqTE94qU2yKm2gkk+K/Uzw1PKJnTEew4VjbkJ8sW4M3zunCGOEu2esnjh/u7IaWzMNA5dZUzt2Kxnc/O/rJfZ6DbIhUozyxVbfhRlEtsEz3fHQ6E5s3LqgDIt3KyYjammzLoLldwRyPrKm9C+ahCvQR5I3b+GpYpwCmdwAQRuwId7aEILGEzgGV7hDaXoBb2jj2VpAa16avBH6PMH3Z6P7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Te2XLSooIXFJg2tbEskNaqZjJac=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZE0GPAi8cI5gHJEmYnvcmQ2dllZlYISz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTKUw1ve/vbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTcMkmmOTZ5IhPdCZlBKRQ2rbASO6lGFocS2+H4bua3n1AbkahHO0kxiNlQiUhwZp3UHvVzdUmn/UrVr/lzkFVCC1KFAo1+5as3SHgWo7JcMmO61E9tkDNtBZc4LfcygynjYzbErqOKxWiCfH7ulJw7ZUCiRLtSlszV3xM5i42ZxKHrjJkdmWVvJv7ndTMb3Qa5UGlmUfHFoiiTxCZk9jsZCI3cyokjjGvhbiV8xDTj1iVUdiHQ5ZdXSeuqRv0afaDV+nURRwlO4QwugMIN1OEeGtAEDmN4hld481LvxXv3Phata14xcwJ/4H3+AOudjzo=</latexit>

hn�1
<latexit sha1_base64="uS2xM0iE+nWIZcc8jANdI/qpVLI=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WS1u7dBMsghvLRARdDrhxWcFeoB1KJs20oZnMkGSEMvQh3LhQxK3P4863Mb0stPWHwMf/n0POOWEqhbGe940KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dFxuVI9aZsk04y3WCIT3Q2p4VIo3rLCSt5NNadxKHknnNzN884T10Yk6tFOUx7EdKREJBi1zuqMB7m6JLNBpe41vIXwJpAV1P1atewDQHNQ+eoPE5bFXFkmqTE94qU2yKm2gkk+K/Uzw1PKJnTEew4VjbkJ8sW4M3zunCGOEu2esnjh/u7IaWzMNA5dZUzt2Kxnc/O/rJfZ6DbIhUozyxVbfhRlEtsEz3fHQ6E5s3LqgDIt3KyYjammzLoLldwRyPrKm9C+ahCvQR5I3b+GpYpwCmdwAQRuwId7aEILGEzgGV7hDaXoBb2jj2VpAa16avBH6PMH3Z6P7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Te2XLSooIXFJg2tbEskNaqZjJac=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZE0GPAi8cI5gHJEmYnvcmQ2dllZlYISz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTKUw1ve/vbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTcMkmmOTZ5IhPdCZlBKRQ2rbASO6lGFocS2+H4bua3n1AbkahHO0kxiNlQiUhwZp3UHvVzdUmn/UrVr/lzkFVCC1KFAo1+5as3SHgWo7JcMmO61E9tkDNtBZc4LfcygynjYzbErqOKxWiCfH7ulJw7ZUCiRLtSlszV3xM5i42ZxKHrjJkdmWVvJv7ndTMb3Qa5UGlmUfHFoiiTxCZk9jsZCI3cyokjjGvhbiV8xDTj1iVUdiHQ5ZdXSeuqRv0afaDV+nURRwlO4QwugMIN1OEeGtAEDmN4hld481LvxXv3Phata14xcwJ/4H3+AOudjzo=</latexit>

SD BERTweet Encoder

[CLS] [SEP]Jesus, you are …

h[SEP ]
<latexit sha1_base64="U3GuJ+5OEEBvqMFqOLZ4E89Ykas=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMSKEuCyK4rGgvMh1KJs20oUlmSDJCGfoUblwo6tbHcaVvY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g6aOU0Vog8Q8Vu0Qa8qZpA3DDKftRFEsQk5b4fBykrceqNIslndmlNBA4L5kESPYWOt+0M3826t6MO4WS27ZnQotgzeHUu34q/oGAPVu8bPTi0kqqDSEY619z01MkGFlGOF0XOikmiaYDHGf+hYlFlQH2XTgMTq1Tg9FsbJPGjR1f3dkWGg9EqGtFNgM9GI2Mf/L/NREF0HGZJIaKsnsoyjlyMRosj3qMUWJ4SMLmChmZ0VkgBUmxt6oYI/gLa68DM3zsueWvRuvVKvATHk4ghM4Aw+qUINrqEMDCAh4hGd4cZTz5Lw677PSnDPvOYQ/cj5+AD6rki0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y49sD6FmpamPjlihzYqYg7A/ArE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeACB4jmhjZLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJV/hxYMiXv0cb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp5wZ6/vfXmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0jco0oS2iuNKdGBvKmaQtyyynnVRTLGJOH+LR1dR/eKLaMCXv7TilkcADyRJGsHXS47CXh3fXzWjSq9b8uj8DWiZBQWpQoNmrfnX7imSCSks4NiYM/NRGOdaWEU4nlW5maIrJCA9o6KjEgpoonx08QSdO6aNEaVfSopn6eyLHwpixiF2nwHZoFr2p+J8XZja5jHIm08xSSeaLkowjq9D0e9RnmhLLx45gopm7FZEh1phYl1HFhRAsvrxM2mf1wK8Ht0GtcV7EUYYjOIZTCOACGnADTWgBAQHP8ApvnvZevHfvY95a8oqZQ/gD7/MHfHuQIg==</latexit>

h[SEP ]
<latexit sha1_base64="U3GuJ+5OEEBvqMFqOLZ4E89Ykas=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMSKEuCyK4rGgvMh1KJs20oUlmSDJCGfoUblwo6tbHcaVvY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g6aOU0Vog8Q8Vu0Qa8qZpA3DDKftRFEsQk5b4fBykrceqNIslndmlNBA4L5kESPYWOt+0M3826t6MO4WS27ZnQotgzeHUu34q/oGAPVu8bPTi0kqqDSEY619z01MkGFlGOF0XOikmiaYDHGf+hYlFlQH2XTgMTq1Tg9FsbJPGjR1f3dkWGg9EqGtFNgM9GI2Mf/L/NREF0HGZJIaKsnsoyjlyMRosj3qMUWJ4SMLmChmZ0VkgBUmxt6oYI/gLa68DM3zsueWvRuvVKvATHk4ghM4Aw+qUINrqEMDCAh4hGd4cZTz5Lw677PSnDPvOYQ/cj5+AD6rki0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y49sD6FmpamPjlihzYqYg7A/ArE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeACB4jmhjZLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJV/hxYMiXv0cb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp5wZ6/vfXmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0jco0oS2iuNKdGBvKmaQtyyynnVRTLGJOH+LR1dR/eKLaMCXv7TilkcADyRJGsHXS47CXh3fXzWjSq9b8uj8DWiZBQWpQoNmrfnX7imSCSks4NiYM/NRGOdaWEU4nlW5maIrJCA9o6KjEgpoonx08QSdO6aNEaVfSopn6eyLHwpixiF2nwHZoFr2p+J8XZja5jHIm08xSSeaLkowjq9D0e9RnmhLLx45gopm7FZEh1phYl1HFhRAsvrxM2mf1wK8Ht0GtcV7EUYYjOIZTCOACGnADTWgBAQHP8ApvnvZevHfvY95a8oqZQ/gD7/MHfHuQIg==</latexit>

h[sentence]
<latexit sha1_base64="D7KoY685WZoIR+ucdU822RmKv+4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArQjwGvHiMYB6wWcPspDcZMvtgZlYJS/7Di6AiXv0XT/o3ziY5aGLBQFHV3dNdfiK40rb9bRVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5BS8WpZNhksYhlx6cKBY+wqbkW2Ekk0tAX2PZHV7nfvkepeBzd6nGCXkgHEQ84o9pId8Ne5iqMNEYMvUmvXLGr9hRkmThzUqkff9WeAaDRK392+zFLQzOBCaqU69iJ9jIqNWcCJ6VuqjChbEQH6Boa0RCVl023npBTo/RJEEvzIk2m6u+OjIZKjUPfVIZUD9Wil4v/eW6qg0sv41GS5nfNPgpSQXRM8ghIn0tkWowNoUxysythQyop0yaokgnBWTx5mbTOq45ddW6cSv0CZijCEZzAGThQgzpcQwOawEDCI7zAq/VgPVlv1vustGDNew7hD6yPH7zalMw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aHqwcRn161FZVKjqWlA+ZJ8FO6Q=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8cK9gPSWDbbabt0swm7G6WE/g8vHhTx6n/x5r9x0+agrQ8WHu/NzM68MBFcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUMWyxWMSqG1KNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoFdsLJTe53HlFpHst7M00wiOhI8iFn1FjpYdzPfI3SoGQYzPrVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0+9Wv3iBmaWQnMEG19j03MUFGleFM4KzSSzUmlE3oCH1LJY1QB9l86xk5s8qADGNlnzRkrv7uyGik9TQKbWVEzVgve7n4n+enZngdZFwmaX7X4qNhKoiJSR4BGXCFzIipJZQpbnclbEwVZcYGVbEheMsnr5L2Rd1z696dV2tcFnGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EITWsBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w/6qpLB</latexit>

h[sentence]
<latexit sha1_base64="D7KoY685WZoIR+ucdU822RmKv+4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArQjwGvHiMYB6wWcPspDcZMvtgZlYJS/7Di6AiXv0XT/o3ziY5aGLBQFHV3dNdfiK40rb9bRVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5BS8WpZNhksYhlx6cKBY+wqbkW2Ekk0tAX2PZHV7nfvkepeBzd6nGCXkgHEQ84o9pId8Ne5iqMNEYMvUmvXLGr9hRkmThzUqkff9WeAaDRK392+zFLQzOBCaqU69iJ9jIqNWcCJ6VuqjChbEQH6Boa0RCVl023npBTo/RJEEvzIk2m6u+OjIZKjUPfVIZUD9Wil4v/eW6qg0sv41GS5nfNPgpSQXRM8ghIn0tkWowNoUxysythQyop0yaokgnBWTx5mbTOq45ddW6cSv0CZijCEZzAGThQgzpcQwOawEDCI7zAq/VgPVlv1vustGDNew7hD6yPH7zalMw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aHqwcRn161FZVKjqWlA+ZJ8FO6Q=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8cK9gPSWDbbabt0swm7G6WE/g8vHhTx6n/x5r9x0+agrQ8WHu/NzM68MBFcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUMWyxWMSqG1KNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoFdsLJTe53HlFpHst7M00wiOhI8iFn1FjpYdzPfI3SoGQYzPrVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0+9Wv3iBmaWQnMEG19j03MUFGleFM4KzSSzUmlE3oCH1LJY1QB9l86xk5s8qADGNlnzRkrv7uyGik9TQKbWVEzVgve7n4n+enZngdZFwmaX7X4qNhKoiJSR4BGXCFzIipJZQpbnclbEwVZcYGVbEheMsnr5L2Rd1z696dV2tcFnGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EITWsBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HorTkFD3H8AfO5w/6qpLB</latexit>

h[CLS]
<latexit sha1_base64="e1mzE8ZF8Qve54LQ6fBUS9JdToA=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMiFCXhW5cuKhoLzIdSibNtKFJZkgyQhn6FG5cKOrWx3Glb2N6WWjrD4GP/z+HnHPChDNtXPfbya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOmjlNFaIPEPFbtEGvKmaQNwwyn7URRLEJOW+GwNslbD1RpFss7M0poIHBfsogRbKx1P+hmfu36Nhh3iyW37E6FlsGbQ6l6/FV5A4B6t/jZ6cUkFVQawrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi50Uk0TTIa4T32LEguqg2w68BidWqeHoljZJw2aur87Miy0HonQVgpsBnoxm5j/ZX5qossgYzJJDZVk9lGUcmRiNNke9ZiixPCRBUwUs7MiMsAKE2NvVLBH8BZXXobmedlzy96NV6pewEx5OIITOAMPKlCFK6hDAwgIeIRneHGU8+S8Ou+z0pwz7zmEP3I+fgA1bpIn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CfUwyWX3zepzK6/hI6+4op0ONCw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOhFw8eKtoPSUPZbDft0t1N2N0IJfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jds0B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfHqSK0TWIeq16INeVM0rZhhtNeoigWIafdcNKc+90nqjSL5YOZJjQQeCRZxAg2VnocDzK/eXsfzAbVmlt3c6BV4hWkBgVag+pXfxiTVFBpCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azSTzVNMJngEfUtlVhQHWT5wTN0ZpUhimJlSxqUq78nMiy0norQdgpsxnrZm4v/eX5qousgYzJJDZVksShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzqtgQvOWXV0nnou65de/OqzUuizjKcAKncA4eXEEDbqAFbSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gBzPpAc</latexit>

h[CLS]
<latexit sha1_base64="e1mzE8ZF8Qve54LQ6fBUS9JdToA=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLXQSL4KrMiFCXhW5cuKhoLzIdSibNtKFJZkgyQhn6FG5cKOrWx3Glb2N6WWjrD4GP/z+HnHPChDNtXPfbya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOmjlNFaIPEPFbtEGvKmaQNwwyn7URRLEJOW+GwNslbD1RpFss7M0poIHBfsogRbKx1P+hmfu36Nhh3iyW37E6FlsGbQ6l6/FV5A4B6t/jZ6cUkFVQawrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi50Uk0TTIa4T32LEguqg2w68BidWqeHoljZJw2aur87Miy0HonQVgpsBnoxm5j/ZX5qossgYzJJDZVk9lGUcmRiNNke9ZiixPCRBUwUs7MiMsAKE2NvVLBH8BZXXobmedlzy96NV6pewEx5OIITOAMPKlCFK6hDAwgIeIRneHGU8+S8Ou+z0pwz7zmEP3I+fgA1bpIn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CfUwyWX3zepzK6/hI6+4op0ONCw=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOhFw8eKtoPSUPZbDft0t1N2N0IJfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jds0B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfHqSK0TWIeq16INeVM0rZhhtNeoigWIafdcNKc+90nqjSL5YOZJjQQeCRZxAg2VnocDzK/eXsfzAbVmlt3c6BV4hWkBgVag+pXfxiTVFBpCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azSTzVNMJngEfUtlVhQHWT5wTN0ZpUhimJlSxqUq78nMiy0norQdgpsxnrZm4v/eX5qousgYzJJDZVksShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzqtgQvOWXV0nnou65de/OqzUuizjKcAKncA4eXEEDbqAFbSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gBzPpAc</latexit>

FC2 Atheism

Auxiliary task: TC

Figure 2: Model architecture of our two-stage approach
for Target-Stance Extraction task. Models in black dash
boxes can be replaced with other baselines. Model
architecture in the red dash box indicates the alternative
solution in the first stage.

[SEP ] xi] where [CLS] is a token that encodes
the sentence and [SEP ] is used to separate the sen-
tence xi and the target ti. Then the representation
of [CLS] token is used to predict the stance to-
ward target ti. Note that ti is the golden target in
the training stage and is the predicted target from
target identification at the inference stage.

To facilitate a model’s ability to capture target-
related features that are of vital importance to
stance detection, we propose a multi-task frame-
work that uses target prediction as the auxiliary

task that aims to predict the target given the input
text for stance detection. More specifically, in the
auxiliary task, we formulate the input as [[CLS] xi
[SEP ]] and the golden label is target ti. The layers
of encoders are shared across tasks and each task
has its specific fully-connected layer on top, which
is updated during the training. We expect the model
to be able to put more attention on target-related
words with the auxiliary task, and thus show better
performance on stance detection task. The overall
architecture is shown in Figure 2.

Note that the auxiliary task is similar with target
classification of Stage 1 and thus it cannot be used
in zero-shot stance detection. In zero-shot setting,
we first leverage the keyphrase generation model
for target prediction and then detect the stance to-
ward the predicted target with the multi-task stance
model. In order to be consistent with the target gen-
eration setting that decouples target identification
from stance detection, we train a separate target
classification model (BERTweet or BiLSTM) in
Stage 1 and a multi-task model (BERTweet or other
stance detection baselines) in Stage 2 for stance de-
tection. However, note that the target classification
of the auxiliary task can be used for the in-target
TSE setting.

5 Experimental Settings

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

Target-Stance Extraction Target-Stance Extrac-
tion (TSE) task aims to extract the target-stance
pair from a given text. We propose to solve this
task by first identifying the target from the text
and then detecting the stance toward the predicted
target. We gather the (predicted target, predicted
stance) pair for evaluation. For TSE task, we use
the F1 and accuracy as the evaluation metrics. The
calculation of F1 is shown as follows:

Precision =
#correct

#predict
, (1)

Recall =
#correct

#gold
, (2)

F1 =
2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
(3)

where #correct denotes the number of target-
stance pairs correctly predicted by the model,
#predict denotes the number of target-stance pairs
whose target is predicted as one of our interested
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targets (not Unrelated) by the model, #gold de-
notes the number of target-stance pairs whose tar-
get is not Unrelated in the dataset.

For accuracy, a prediction pair can be counted as
a correct prediction if it satisfies one of the follow-
ing two conditions: 1) the predicted target-stance
pair is the same as the golden one if the golden tar-
get is not Unrelated, 2) the predicted target and the
golden target are both Unrelated. Since we show
no interest in Unrelated category, we do not detect
the stance toward the Unrelated category.

Target Identification We evaluate the target
classification and target generation using micro-
averaged F1 over the golden targets in each dataset.

Stance Detection For the original formulation of
the stance detection task, we use the Favg, macro-
average of F1 (Fmac) and micro-average of F1

(Fmic) as the evaluation metrics following the pre-
vious work (Mohammad et al., 2016b). Favg is
calculated as the average F1 of Favor and Against
toward each dataset. Further, Fmac is calculated by
averaging the Favg across all four datasets. We ob-
tain Fmic by averaging the F1 of Favor and Against
across the merged dataset.

5.2 Baseline Models
Target Classification As discussed in §4.1, this
task involves training a classifier which can predict
the target mentioned in the given tweet. We use the
following neural network based classifiers:

• BiLSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997): We
use BiLSTM networks followed by two linear
layers to predict the target given a text.

• BERT (Devlin et al., 2019): A pre-trained
language model that predicts the target by
appending a linear layer to the hidden rep-
resentation of [CLS] token. We fine-tune the
BERT-base on the target classification task.

• BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020): This vari-
ant of BERT is pre-trained on 845M English
Tweets following the training procedure of
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). We fine-tune the
BERTweet on the target classification task.

Target Generation As discussed in §4.1, we
train the BART model separately on the keyphrase
generation datasets as described below:

• BART-OpenKP: BART, pre-trained on the
OpenKeyPhrase (OpenKP) dataset (Xiong

et al., 2019), is used as a baseline for generat-
ing keyphrases for the input texts. OpenKP is
a large-scale open domain keyphrase extrac-
tion dataset consisting of 148,124 annotated
real-world webpages.

• BART-KPTimes: BART, pre-trained on the
KPTimes (Gallina et al., 2019) dataset, serves
as another baseline for target generation. KP-
Times is a large-scale keyphrase generation
dataset consisting of ∼ 280,000 news articles
with the editor-curated keyphrases.

• BART-FullTextKP: BART is pre-trained on
the FullTextKP (Garg et al., 2022) dataset.
FullTextKP is a collection of 142,844 sci-
entific articles along with the annotated
keyphrases. We use the version of FullTextKP
which contains only the titles and abstracts of
those articles.

Stance Detection We first train the model on
the merged dataset and then apply the well-trained
model to predict the stance toward the predicted tar-
get from the target identification stage. We conduct
experiments with the following baselines:

• BiLSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997): A
BiLSTM model is used to predict the stance
without considering the target information.

• BiCond (Augenstein et al., 2016): A BiL-
STM model that uses a conditional encoding
method. The target is first encoded by a BiL-
STM, whose hidden representations are then
used to initialize another BiLSTM with sen-
tences as inputs.

• TAN (Du et al., 2017): An attention-based
BiLSTM model that learns the correlation be-
tween target and sentence representations.

• CrossNet (Xu et al., 2018): A variant of Bi-
Cond model, which adds an attention layer to
capture the important words of inputs.

• TGA-Net (Allaway and McKeown, 2020): A
BERT-based model that uses topic-grouped
attention.

• BERTweet (Li et al., 2021a,b): A pre-trained
language model that is fine-tuned by adding
a linear layer to the hidden representation of
the [CLS] token. The input is formulated as:
[CLS] target [SEP] text.
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Model SE AM C19 PS Merged
BiLSTM 52.07 54.56 50.00 60.79 61.00
BERT 77.38 70.40 66.38 70.10 74.70
BERTweet 81.27 70.55 66.54 72.25 75.59

Table 3: Performance comparisons of different models
in micro-averaged F1 on target classification.

6 Results and Analysis

In this section, we first present the results for target
classification and target generation in §6.1. We then
present the set of experiments performed on the in-
target TSE task and show the results obtained by
using the aforementioned baselines in §6.2. In the
next section §6.3, we report the results for the zero-
shot TSE task where targets of test set are not seen
in the train set. Finally, we study the performance
of multi-task models in §6.4. Each result is the
average of three runs with different initializations.

6.1 Target Classification and Target
Generation

For target classification, BERT-based models con-
sistently outperform the BiLSTM model by a wide
margin and BERTweet further supersedes BERT
across all datasets, as shown in Table 3. We can
also observe that all models achieve relatively low
performance on the COVID-19 dataset. One reason
is that targets in this dataset are all closely related
to COVID-19 and thus share a lot of topics / com-
monalities, which make the target classification
task more challenging.

For target generation, we report the performance
of different pre-trained BART models in Table 4.
We can observe that the overall performance of tar-
get generation is lower than the target classification
task, which implies that the target generation task
is more challenging. However, unlike the target
classification models that can only be applied to
in-target stance detection, target generation mod-
els can be directly extended to zero-shot stance
detection that needs to detect the stance for targets
unseen during training. In addition, the keyphrase
generation models produce interesting generations
as shown in Appendix B, that could be leveraged
for other research purposes for stance detection
such as data augmentation as part of future work.

6.2 In-Target TSE

TSE with Target Classification In Table 5, we
report the performance of our proposed two-stage

Model SE AM C19 PS Merged
OpenKP 32.22 61.24 28.25 43.81 43.02
KPTimes 30.83 66.31 26.00 63.65 48.31
FullTextKP 28.06 64.67 29.38 44.83 43.81

Table 4: Performance comparisons of different models
in micro-averaged F1 on target generation.

framework with target classification. Stance detec-
tion baselines are trained in our proposed multi-
task setting on the merged dataset. Note that the
BiLSTM, BERT and BERTweet in the first row of
Table 5 are the target classification models. GT
means that all ground-truth targets are used for
stance detection (Stage 2). First, it can be seen that
the overall performance of stance baselines is rela-
tively low, which indicates that our proposed TSE
task is very challenging. Second, we can observe
that stance classifier BERTweet achieves the best
performance across all target classification models,
which is consistent with our observation in Table
8 that BERTweet performs best on in-target stance
detection. Third, we can observe that each stance
classifier achieves the best performance on target
classifier BERTweet also due to its higher accuracy
in target identification. Fourth, a significant per-
formance drop can be seen between GT and each
target classification model, which indicates that it
is challenging to correctly identify the targets in
our proposed framework.

TSE with Target Generation Besides target
classification, we report the performance of our
proposed two-stage framework with target gener-
ation in Table 6. Stance detection baselines are
trained in our proposed multi-task setting on the
merged dataset. The OpenKP, KPTimes, and Full-
TextKP of the first row indicate the train sets of
the keyphrase generation models. First, we see
that stance classifiers show lower performance in
the target generation setting in overall than the tar-
get classification setting. One explanation is that
keyphrases generated by the keyphrase generation
models might be related to other topics contained
in the sentence. However, in most datasets, one
sentence is annotated with only one target and thus
the generated keyphrases may be mapped to wrong
targets.

Second, we can observe that stance classifiers
achieve higher performance in evaluation metric F1

over accuracy in Table 6, which is different from
the observation in Table 5. The reason is that target
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Model
BiLSTM BERT BERTweet GT
F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc

BiLSTM 35.38 44.64 44.81 53.15 45.46 53.61 65.23 71.16
BiCond 35.36 44.63 44.94 53.26 45.59 53.72 65.61 71.48
TAN 36.69 45.73 46.32 54.41 47.02 54.91 67.33 72.90
CrossNet 36.30 45.41 45.81 53.98 46.41 54.40 67.09 72.70
TGA-Net 39.23 47.83 49.46 57.02 50.31 57.65 71.73 76.55
BERTweet 41.35 49.59 52.24 59.33 53.30 60.13 75.28 79.49

Table 5: Performance comparisons of different models in F1 and accuracy on the merged dataset and in-target TSE
task with target classification setting. GT: ground-truth targets are used for stance detection (Stage 2), which is the
upper bound of model performance in our proposed framework.

Model
OpenKP KPTimes FullTextKP GT
F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc

BiLSTM 28.40 26.50 32.69 30.06 29.24 26.86 65.23 71.16
BiCond 28.64 26.71 32.94 30.29 29.22 26.84 65.61 71.48
TAN 29.75 27.72 34.13 31.37 30.52 28.03 67.33 72.90
CrossNet 29.25 27.27 33.63 30.92 30.19 27.73 67.09 72.70
TGA-Net 31.89 29.65 36.76 33.77 32.86 30.16 71.73 76.55
BERTweet 34.02 31.57 38.92 35.74 35.16 32.26 75.28 79.49

Table 6: Performance comparisons of different models in F1 and accuracy on the merged dataset and in-target TSE
task with target generation setting. GT: ground-truth targets are used for stance detection (Stage 2), which is the
upper bound of model performance in our proposed framework.

classifiers show much better performance on the
class Unrelated because samples of Unrelated are
seen during training. However, in target generation,
we predict the generated keyphrases as Unrelated
category with a threshold, which is not accurate in
some cases and introduces another source of error.

Third, we can observe that BERTweet still
achieves the best performance across all keyphrase
generation models, indicating its effectiveness on
in-target stance detection.

Fourth, we can see that stance classifiers gener-
ally achieve better performance with the generation
model trained on KPTimes, which is consistent
with our observation in Table 4.

Fifth, as before, we can observe a significant
performance drop between GT and each target gen-
eration model (even higher than the target classifica-
tion). This is not surprising since target generation
is even more challenging than target classification.

6.3 Zero-Shot TSE

To investigate the ability of different baselines in ad-
dressing the unseen targets, we further evaluate the
performance of baselines on zero-shot stance de-
tection where targets of test set are not seen in train
and validation sets. Table 7 shows performance
comparisons of baseline models on the zero-shot
TSE task in target generation setting. Note that

target classification cannot be directly applied to
identify the target in zero-shot tasks because given
an input sentence, the predicted target of target clas-
sification must be one of the seen targets in train set.
We can observe that zero-shot baseline TGA-Net
achieves the best performance across all keyphrase
generation models, indicating that TGA-Net shows
better ability to generalize to unseen targets with
topic-grouped attention. In addition, stance classi-
fiers show best results with the generation model
trained on KPTimes, which is consistent with the
results in Table 4. It can be seen that even GT does
not perform well on the zero-shot dataset, indicat-
ing the difficulty of our zero-shot task.

6.4 Effectiveness of Multi-Task Learning on
Stance Detection

As mentioned before, all results reported in §6.2
and §6.3 are based on multi-task models. To in-
vestigate the effectiveness of multi-task learning,
we compare the performance of multi-task models
with single-task models in Table 8. Each model is
trained and validated on the merged set and tested
on the individual datasets where targets are golden
targets instead of generated targets for a better un-
derstanding of experimental results. We can ob-
serve that all multi-task models consistently outper-
forms single-task models on all datasets, demon-
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Model
OpenKP KPTimes FullTextKP GT
F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc

BiLSTM 12.77 11.81 13.15 12.10 12.95 11.91 27.42 39.52
BiCond 13.60 12.57 14.31 13.17 13.77 12.66 28.98 40.81
TAN 13.30 12.31 13.29 12.23 13.53 12.44 27.51 39.59
CrossNet 14.38 13.29 14.89 13.69 14.39 13.23 30.73 42.28
TGA-Net 21.47 19.76 22.83 20.95 21.36 19.61 40.94 50.79
BERTweet 19.11 17.60 20.45 18.78 20.11 18.46 38.51 48.76

Table 7: Performance comparisons of different models in F1 and accuracy on the zero-shot dataset and zero-shot
TSE task with target generation setting. GT: ground-truth targets are used for stance detection (Stage 2), which is
the upper bound of model performance in our proposed framework.

Model SE AM C19 PS Fmac Fmic

Single-Task
BiLSTM 53.05 45.70 53.34 73.62 56.43 58.75
BiCond 52.63 46.96 58.73 74.56 58.22 60.14
TAN 55.26 50.85 56.83 74.67 59.40 61.60
CrossNet 61.06 50.79 65.89 75.08 63.21 63.03
TGA-Net 63.74 58.71 64.70 77.70 66.21 67.56
BERTweet 68.03 64.31 72.99 81.47 71.70 72.26

Multi-Task
BiLSTM 57.03 47.45 59.35 74.22 59.51 60.63
BiCond 56.22 47.11 61.69 75.29 60.08 60.98
TAN 58.54 52.13 60.31 76.29 61.82 63.32
CrossNet 61.41 51.30 67.65 76.45 64.20 63.89
TGA-Net 64.05 59.26 66.77 78.67 67.19 68.12
BERTweet 70.62 64.85 74.42 81.67 72.89 73.01

Table 8: Performance comparisons of different models
on in-target stance detection. We report Favg, macro-
average of F1 (Fmac) and micro-average of F1 (Fmic).

strating the effectiveness of the multi-task learning.
Specifically, the average improvements of multi-
task models over single-task models are 2.35%,
0.80%, 2.95% and 0.92% in Favg on SemEval-
2016, AM, COVID-19, and P-Stance datasets, re-
spectively. In addition, we can see that multi-task
models achieve larger improvements on SemEval-
2016 and COVID-19 datasets. One possible reason
is that there are fewer train samples in SemEval-
2016 and COVID-19 datasets than the rest and thus
the auxiliary task of identifying targets can help
models better capture the target-related features.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a new Target-Stance Ex-
traction (TSE) task to identify both target and corre-
sponding stance in the wild. Different from original
stance detection task that aims to only detect the
stance given the target and text, our proposed task
includes both target identification and stance de-

tection, which makes it a more challenging task.
We benchmark the task by proposing a two-stage
framework that first identifies the target from a text
and then detects the stance toward the predicted
target. Our two-stage framework can not only be
applied to in-target stance detection but also zero-
shot stance detection. In addition, we propose a
multi-task approach that takes target prediction as
an auxiliary task to improve the task performance
of stance detection.

It is worth noting that the primary goal of this
paper is the introduction of new stance detection
task. The proposed framework provides a good
starting point and leaves much room for further
improvements. Future work includes improving
the target identification task, e.g., with a better
mapping strategy.

8 Limitations

We present a novel (Target, Stance) pair Extraction
task (TSE) for understanding the stance of inter-
esting topics in the wild. There are two potential
limitations to our work. First, the mapping mod-
ule requires a predefined list of targets. Without
the predefined list of targets, it is very difficult
to understand the correctness of stance labels for
the predicted targets in the absence of gold labels.
On the other hand, the predefined list of targets
makes the entire system end-to-end and automat-
ically evaluable. Second, the process of mapping
might become too slow if the number of targets of
interest grows bigger. Future works include solving
the given limitations and extracting (target, stance)
pairs in a unified setting. However, the primary
contribution of the work is not to present a fully
robust pipeline model but to present a novel, in-
teresting, and challenging task to the community
working in stance detection.
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9 Ethical Considerations

Beyond the proposed two-step framework that
helps collect the stance in the wild, it is very impor-
tant to consider the ethical implications of stance
detection systems. Since stance detection systems
could automatically collect and aggregate the topi-
cal stance for a specific target, these systems may
have significant impact on decision-making. Algo-
rithms are not perfect, and thus a potential harm
is that these systems may make incorrect predic-
tions and further mislead the decision-making. Re-
searchers should be aware of potential harms from
the misuse of stance detection systems, and should
respect people’s privacy during the data collection.
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(a) Abortion (b) Atheism

(c) Feminist Movement (d) Hillary Clinton

Figure 3: Wordclouds of generated keyphrases for dif-
ferent targets of SemEval-2016 dataset.

Lives Matter, Communism, Conservatism, Moral-
ity, etc. The controversial topics were collected
from Wikipedia. We manually removed the topics
that are related to the targets of our merged and
zero-shot datasets. Further, we performed the fol-
lowing preprocessing steps: (1) We removed the
duplicates and retweets. (2) We removed the topics
that appear in less than 100 tweets. (3) We removed
the tweets that contain any explicit mentions of the
targets of our merged and zero-shot datasets. (4)
We created the train, validation and test sets fol-
lowing an 80/10/10 split for each topic. Thus, we
curated a filtered collection for Unrelated samples.
Note that Unrelated samples used in the merged
and zero-shot datasets are not overlapped and ex-
amples of Unrelated category are shown in Table
9.

Topic Tweet
Black Lives
Matter

Black Lives Matter Proclaims Thanksgiving
Is A Holiday Of Colonization On Stolen
Land

Communism We are told that communism causes famines.
But it is actually capitalism, colonialism &
imperialism that cause food insecurity and
mass hunger.

Conservatism Conservatism isn’t about freedoms it’s all
about control.

Morality To place morality above compassion or law
before love is to nullify nature and scorn nur-
ture. Love knows no wrong.

Table 9: Examples from Unrelated category samples.

B Generated Keyphrases in Target
Generation Task

As discussed in §6.1, target generation models pro-
duce worse performance than target classification
models in target identification task. The reason
could be that the generated keyphrases might be
related to other topics contained in the sentence,
which are not correctly mapped to the golden tar-
gets in target identification task.

In Figure 3, we show the wordclouds for the gen-
erated keyphrases using our keyphrase generation
models as described in §4.1 and §6.1. For instance,
for the ground truth label Atheism, the generated
keyphrases are spirituality, religion, faith, belief,
philosophy, etc. We can observe that these gen-
erated keyphrases are semantically related to the
ground truth target Atheism and these generated
keyphrases could further be used for other research
purposes such as data augmentation of stance de-
tection and multi-target stance annotation.
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